WHERE ARE WE NOW?
HOW DO CHURCHES GROW?

Research teams for the Church of England have just completed an
18-month research project exploring some of the factors which might
influence church growth in the Church of England.

From Anecdote to Reality….
This is the first time that such an in-depth, systematic and comprehensive study
factors relating to church growth has been carried out.
THEofSCALES”
ARE TIPPING

We now have a better

and clearer understanding of the evidence available.

MANY PARISH CHURCHES ARE THRIVING
Results from the survey of parishes highlight that, across all types of
churches, there is “no single recipe” for growth (or simple solutions to
decline).

But there are some key “ingredients”. Where there is growth we are
likely to see:
CHURCHES THAT HAVE A CLEAR
MISSION AND PURPOSE

CLERGY &
CONGREGATIONS WHO
ARE INTENTIONAL
ABOUT AND PRIORITISE
GROWTH

CLERGY/LEADERS
WHO INNOVATE,
ENVISION AND
MOTIVATE PEOPLE

CLERGY AND
WORSHIPPERS
WHO ARE
WILLING TO
CHANGE AND
ADAPT

CHURCHES THAT
NURTURE
DISCIPLES
(OFFERING SPECIFIC
ENCOURAGEMENT
THROUGH COURSES
& ACTIVITIES)

CHURCHES WITH A
WELCOMING CULTURE
WHO BUILD ON-GOING
RELATIONSHIPS WITH
PEOPLE

CHURCHES WHERE LAY
PEOPLE AS WELL AS
ORDAINED CLERGY ARE
ACTIVE IN LEADERSHIP
AND OTHER ROLES

CHURCHES THAT ACTIVELY
ENGAGE CHILDREN AND
YOUNG PEOPLE

GOOD NEWS
FRESH EXPRESSIONS OF CHURCHES ARE GROWING
Findings highlight aspects of growth in fresh expressions of Church.

WHO ATTENDS?
These worshipping and witnessing communities are attracting those who might not
otherwise go to church:
The leaders estimate that:

De-churched
Those who attended
church in the past

For every

1

2.6

person
sent to start a
Fresh Expression

Just under

HALF are

more
people join

non-churched

Non-churched
Those who did not
attend church before

DO THEY KEEP GROWING?
Research shows that:

66%
carry on growing
or maintain growth

25%

9%

10%

did grow but are
now shrinking

have fluctuated
in attendance

of these
have died

OTHER KEY FACTS
Over half (52%) are run by

Most of these lay people haven’t

lay people

had any formal training for this role.

40%

Fresh expressions churches are

may be doing this in their
spare time - they have no “church
badge”.

equally likely to be run
by women as men

CATHEDRALS ARE GROWING...
There is also encouraging overall growth in numbers worshipping in Cathedrals
- a trend which has continued since the Millennium.

Weekly attendance (based on 42 cathedrals)

grew by 35%
between

2002 and 2012
Especially significant is that
weekday attendance

12,400
5,600

has more than

doubled

2012

2002

in ten years

Of worshippers who had joined cathedral
worship during the last 5 years:

74%

When asked about their involvement:
52%

were regular committed
worshippers

were
churched

20.3%

2.3%

did not specify

were infrequent
worshippers

10%
were
non-churched

25%

16%
were de-churched

were one-off
worshippers

THE TOP THREE MOTIVATING FACTORS FOR ATTENDING WERE:
Peace and
Contemplation

Worship
and Music

Friendly
Atmosphere

THE CHALLENGE IS TO REACH OUT AND RETAIN
THE YOUNGER GENERATIONS

48%

Where there are
no young people,
decline is more likely

Nearly half (48%)
our churches have

fewer than 5
under 16s

*based on a survey of 11,700 churches in 2011

However, researchers found that
churches with young people are
twice as likely
to be growing

Churches that employ a
Children’s/Youth worker are only

Youth and Children’s
workers
are the

half as likely

most effective

to be declining

type of lay workers for a
growing church

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
Go to the Church Growth Research programme website at

www.churchgrowthresearch.org.uk
Follow us on

twitter @churchgrowthRD

